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USB Analyzer Shoot-Out 
OSR Tests 5, Selects “Best Overall” 

A  few issues back, we wrote an 

article in praise of using hardware 

USB protocol analyzers in general and 

the Ellisys analyzer in particular.  This 

sparked a discussion on the NTDEV 

list, and a few emails with colleagues, 

about other models of USB analyzers, 

their costs, and their relative features.  

The result of that discussion was our 

undertaking a full-blown comparative 

review of several available devices, and 

this article.  That review took place 

during February and March 2009. 

Thanks to the community for once again 

serving as our inspiration. 

 

We discussed previously (Don’t Waste 

Your Time: You Can Afford a USB 

Analyzer, The NT Insider, Sept-Oct 

2008) how useful a hardware protocol 

analyzer can be to a USB driver or 

firmware developer.  The ability to 

actually watch the transactions that take 

place on the USB bus in response to 

your actions can be invaluable in 

helping you quickly and effectively 

troubleshoot problems. 

As we‘ve also written previously, the 

reason so few devs have access to a 

USB hardware protocol analyzer is cost.  

Just a few years ago, a decent analyzer 

could easily cost more than US$10K.  In 

the past couple of years, however, this 

has changed dramatically as prices for 

traditional ―high end‖ protocol analyzers 

have dramatically dropped, and some 

exciting new analyzers have become 

available at astonishingly low prices.  In 

fact, you can now have your choice of 

first rate tools for less than US$1,200!  

That‘s a price most dev managers can be 

talked into approving. 

 

In this article, we‘ll first describe the 

process we used to select and evaluate 

USB  ha rd ware -b ased  p ro to co l 

analyzers.  Then, we‘ll give you our 

overall comparative descriptions and 

impressions of the devices.   Finally, 

we 'l l  provide our  comparative 

e v a l u a t i o n s  a n d  o v e r a l l 

recommendations.   

 

(Continued on page 10) 

This Issue? All 
Things USB 

W e‘ve dubbed this issue of The NT 

Insider, the ―USB Mega Issue‖, 

for obvious reasons — it only covers 

USB, and, well...it‘s a big issue. 

 

The keystone to the issue starts right 

here on the front page—our USB 

Analyzer Shoot-Out. This is a first for 

OSR. Sure, we‘ve done informal 

reviews of products we came across, 

or thought might have some fleeting 

interest in the community, but this is 

the first formal review for The NT 

Insider. We hope you like it, because 

the idea for it came from the Windows 

driver development community. 

 

So, once we started on the shoot-out, 

we figured, ―Hey, why not dedicate an 

issue to USB topics as pertinent to 

driver devs?‖ 

 

From there it was easy. Well, unless 

you‘re a file systems guy and you 

have to come up with a useful article 

on USB—but hey, we did! 

 

We look forward to your feedback on 

this special issue, and any other 

suggestions you have for reviews, 

―mega issue‖ topics, or ways to 

improve the information we provide 

to you every other month (or so). 

 

Thanks! 

NEW Seminars & Schedule—Back Cover 
 

Now isn’t the time to sit back and hope that next Windows project is going to 
come through by itself. Prepare yourself. Prepare your team. Take advantage of 
definitive expertise in Windows system software and register for an OSR seminar. 
 
We’ve not been resting—check out our new schedule on the back cover, 
including two freshly organized seminars: Driver Essentials (for managers, 
system designers, testers, support staff) and Windows Internals & Software 
Driver Development (for data security and information warfare folks). 
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mov AX,05  ; put a 5 in AX 

dec DX  ; subtract 1 from DX 

jnz foo  ; if not zero, jump 

 

Yeah… comments like these got you well and truly abused.  

Remember, this was before everyone had to attend ―valuing 

difference‖ training.  Back then, having your dev lead say that 

your code was ―some of the worst shit‖ he‘s ever seen was an 

almost everyday occurrence for some folks.  They either 

learned how to write good code with good comments or 

moved on to a job in marketing. 

 

Apparently, times have changed. 

 

Just as I did back then, today I firmly believe that source code 

without comments is sloppy and amateurish.  So, I‘ve been 

struggling to understand why writing intelligent source code 

comments  has started to become optional for some very good 

engineers. 

 

I lay the blame for much of this trend at the feet of the open 

source software (OSS) movement.  Of course, you might 

correctly argue that I blame most of what is wrong with the 

world (hunger, war, pestilence, the declining quality of Law & 

Order: SVU episodes) on OSS in general, and on Linux in 

particular.  But, in this case, I think I might be on to 

something.  Most OSS projects were historically developed by 

one or two folks who were sure they knew what they were 

doing while creating their software for ―sport.‖  Their attitude 

was commonly ―this software works for me, if it works for 

you or you can reuse some of it for something else, that‘s 

good too.‖  The ―niceties‖ of software engineering practice 

were often irrelevant or escaped their notice.  What was 

important was they had written some code that filled a need, 

and that they contributed this code to the community freely.  

(Continued on page 31) 

Design & Code Reviews 
 
 
Have a great product design, but looking for extra security to validate internal operations before bringing it to your board 
of directors?  Or perhaps you’re in the late stages of development of your driver and are looking to have an expert pour 
over the code to ensure stability and robustness before release to your client base.   
 
A small investment in time and money in either service can “save face” in front of those who will be contributing to your 
bottom line.  OSR has worked with both startups and multi-national behemoths.  Consider what a team of internals, device 
driver and file system experts can do for you.  Contact OSR Sales — sales@osr.com. 

Peter Pontificates: 
No Comment 
D on‘t for a minute misinterpret the title of my column, and 

think that I‘m going to decline to comment on something.  

Ha!  What sort of a pontification would that be? 

 

No, I‘m going to hold forth on a topic that‘s been bothering 

me for some time.  And that topic is source code without 

comments. 

 

I never would have guessed that I would encounter this 

problem.  Well, not counting first year CS students who think 

they know better or long-experienced EEs who view writing a 

test driver as the last annoying step on the very long road to 

building some sort of ―interesting‖ device.  Those folks never 

write comments.  And that‘s fine, because nobody cares about 

the code they‘ve written anyhow – usually not even them. 

 

But, in terms of the rest of the world?  I figured that putting 

comments in source code was the sort of common sense thing 

that everyone does.   Sort of like taking the keys out of your 

car when you park it.  Or wearing a high-visibility color when 

talking through the woods during hunting season. 

 

Apparently, I was mistaken.  There appears to be a growing 

trend toward people writing code with zero – or at least darn 

close to zero – comments.  And I find this trend to be very 

alarming. 

 

Early in my professional career, the importance of comments 

was drilled into me in a most serious way.  Back then, we 

wrote operating systems in assembler language, and woe unto 

the poor fool that didn‘t provide one intelligent comment per 

line of code.  Of course, comments that described the 

instruction in English were worse than no comments at all.  

For example (expressed in x86 assembler for your 

convenience): 
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configuration.    As a result, there are only a few differences 

between a driver for a multi-interface device versus a single 

interface device. Almost all of the changes in the driver are 

likely to the contained within the EvtDevicePrepareHardware 

callback, where your driver selects a configuration and 

enumerates the various pipes on the device. 

 

When you select your configuration, you need to supply a 

WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS 

structure. In the case of a multiple interface device, you will 

initialize this structure with WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_ 

CONFIG_PARAMS_INIT_MULTIPLE_INTERFACE 

shown in Figure 1 and SettingPairs defined in Figure 2. 

 

The WDK documentation doesn't do such a great job with this 

routine and doesn't give much insight into why one may or 

may not want to supply the optional parameters.  Here's what 

it says: 

 

If the SettingPairs parameter is not NULL, 

this function sets the Type member to 

W d f U s b T a r g e t D e v i c e S e l e c t 

ConfigTypeInterfacesPairs. Otherwise, 

WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG 

_ P A R A M S _ I N I T _ M U L T I P L E _ 

INTERFACES sets the Type member to 

WdfUsbTargetDeviceSelectConfigType 

MultiInterface. 

 

Inspecting the inline function shows that both 

NumberInterfaces and SettingPairs must be 

supplied together, otherwise SettingPairs will 

be ignored (See Figure 3). 

(Continued on page 5) 

N ot a WDF driver course goes by that we aren't asked by 

at least one student how to use a multi-interface device 

in KMDF. We always have to point them to a slide in the 

presentation that we think does the right thing, but without a 

multi-interface device to test we've been forced to be, shall we 

say, less than authoritative.  

 

After many courses and unanswered prayers for students to 

stop asking a question we didn't really know the answer to, we 

decided to set forth and actually try to get a multi-interface 

device working. To do this, we hacked the firmware on the 

OSR USB FX2 learning kit to add a second interface with an 

isochronous endpoint.  It wasn't pretty, but after a few sessions 

with our USB analyzer we actually got it to work. 

 

EvtDevicePrepareHardware  
 Remember, when there are multiple interfaces in a USB 

device, each interface can be used in parallel and the endpoint 

addresses within each interface are unique within the 

Multi-Interface Devices in KMDF 
Sometimes, You Just Have to Try It Yourself 

VOID 
  WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS_INIT_MULTIPLE_INTERFACES( 
    IN OUT PWDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS  Params, 
    IN OPTIONAL UCHAR  NumberInterfaces, 
    IN OPTIONAL PWDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR  SettingPairs 
    ); 
 

Figure 1 

typedef struct _WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR { 
  WDFUSBINTERFACE  UsbInterface; 
  UCHAR  SettingIndex; 
} WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR, *PWDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR; 
 

Figure 2 

VOID 
FORCEINLINE 
WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS_INIT_MULTIPLE_INTERFACES( 
    IN OUT PWDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS Params, 
    IN OPTIONAL UCHAR NumberInterfaces, 
    IN OPTIONAL PWDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR SettingPairs 
    ) 
{ 
    RtlZeroMemory(Params, sizeof(WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS)); 
 
    Params->Size = sizeof(WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS); 
 
    if (SettingPairs != NULL && NumberInterfaces != 0) { 
        Params->Type = WdfUsbTargetDeviceSelectConfigTypeInterfacesPairs; 
 
        Params->Types.MultiInterface.NumberInterfaces = NumberInterfaces; 
        Params->Types.MultiInterface.Pairs = SettingPairs; 
    } 
    else { 
        Params->Type = WdfUsbTargetDeviceSelectConfigTypeMultiInterface; 
    } 
} 
 

Figure 3 
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So why would one want to use one version over the other? 

The answer lies in the SettingIndex member of the 

WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR structure. If you 

simply want to enable alternate setting zero on all of your 

interfaces, you can set the NumberInterfaces and SettingPairs 

parameters to NULL and KMDF will determine the number of 

interfaces you have an enable alternate setting zero on each. 

However, if you would like to enable an alternate setting on 

any of the interfaces you will need to create a 

WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR array and 

change the SettingIndex member appropriately. 

 

For illustrative purposes, even though we're only enabling 

alternate setting zero on both of our interfaces we'll do so 

using a WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR array 

with the SettingIndex set to zero for each entry. 

 

(Continued from page 4) 

Multi-Interface... 
Configuring the 

WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR 
Building the WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR 

structure is straightforward. We first dynamically determine 

the number of interfaces on the device and allocate a structure 

of the appropriate size (See Figure 4). 

 

In our case we know that we only have two interfaces so we 

could have used a static array, but for a little more code we're 

able to handle any future changes to the firmware. 

 

Then we simply loop, filling in the UsbInterface field of the 

structure by calling WdfUsbTargetDeviceGetInterface and 

filling in the SettingIndex field with the alternate setting of the 

interface we would like to enable. In our case we're just 

enabling alternate setting zero on each interface (Figure 5, P. 

20). 

 

Selecting the Configuration 
From here,  we 're  ready to  ini t ia l ize our 

WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS_INIT 

structure and select our configuration (Figure 6, P. 20). 
 

(Continued on page 20) 

    //  
    // Get the number of interfaces on our device. 
    //  
    numInterfaces =  
            WdfUsbTargetDeviceGetNumInterfaces(devContext->BasicUsbUsbDevice); 
 
    //  
    // Allocate enough memory for the WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR 
    // array. 
    //  
    settingPairsSize = (sizeof(WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR) * numInterfaces); 
 
    settingPairs = (PWDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR)  
                                ExAllocatePoolWithTag(PagedPool, 
                                                      settingPairsSize, 
                                                      'bRSO'); 
 
    if(!settingPairs) { 
#if DBG 
        DbgPrint("Failed to allocate memory for Setting Pairs 0x%0x\n",  
                        STATUS_INSUFFICIENT_RESOURCES); 
#endif 
        return STATUS_INSUFFICIENT_RESOURCES; 
    } 

Figure 4—Building the WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR Structure (Part 1) 

Learn KMDF from Experts 
 

Why wouldn’t you? If you’ve got a new device you need to support on Windows, you should be considering the 
advantages of writing a KMDF driver.   
 
Hands on experience with labs that utilize OSR’s USB FX2 device makes learning easy -and you get to walk away 
with the hardware! 
 
Contact our seminar coordinator at seminars@osr.com. 
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application address space 

Does not support isochronous transfers 

Does not support the installation of a filter 

 

Also, there are certain classes of driver that require a custom 

driver, whether it be a UMDF or KMDF driver.  These 

include music players, dongles, network adapters and printer 

drivers.  But, other than these specific devices, if the 

limitations aren't a problem WinUSB might be the answer. 

 

Installing WinUSB for Your Device 

Before we get started talking about using the WinUSB 

interface, we need to talk about installing the WinUSB 

drivers.   To do this you need to have an INF file that knows 

about your device, knows how to load the WinUSB software, 

has the correct information that ties WinUSB to your device, 

and finally defines the interface GUID that your user mode 

program is going to use to communicate with your device via 

WinUSB.   In addition, you are going to need the Microsoft 

redistributable binaries to install WinUSB and its associated 

software.   This sounds like a lot of work, but luckily 

Microsoft provided us with a template INF file that we can 

use and modify for our purposes.  Figure 1 (P. 7) shows the 

Microsoft template WinUSB installation file that we modified 

for our testing. 

 

Please note that we removed some sections for readability 

purposes, the INF file supplied with the code associated with 

this article is complete. 

 

Since this is not an article on creating INF files, we won't 

spend a lot of words on describing all the sections and their 

purposes.   What we will do, however, is point out the sections 

that you will want to modify for your own purposes. 

 

[Version] - In this section you are going to want to 

create your own unique class name and class GUID 

so that you don't conflict with any other WinUSB 

user.  If you do this, don't forget to modify the 

ClassName value in the [Strings] section. 

[Manufacturer] - In this section you need to update 

the USB hardware Device and Vendor IDs to match 

the device that you want WinUSB to support. In our 

case the OSR USB-FX-2 LK board identifier is 

USB\VID_0547&PID_1002.   Don't forget to update 

the ProviderName value in the [Strings] section. 

[Dev_AddReg] - In this section, you need to replace 

(Continued on page 7) 

S uppose you have a custom USB device that's relatively 

simple.  Maybe the device has a pair of bulk endpoints on 

it, and perhaps also an interrupt in endpoint.  To make your 

device useful, all you really need to be able to do is allow a 

single application to read and write from those bulk endpoints 

and read from the interrupt endpoint.  Performance isn't super-

critical.  You don't need to do anything too very fancy, and 

you'd rather not be bothered with writing a custom driver for 

your device.  If that's the case, WinUSB might be for you. 

 

WinUSB is a kernel mode driver that was developed 

concurrently with the Windows Driver Foundation (WDF).   

This driver is available on Windows XP and later versions of 

Windows and has a user mode API, exported by WinUsb.dll, 

which allows applications to talk to USB devices.   In some 

cases a USB device developer who provides a single 

application to use their USB device may consider installing 

WinUSB as their device's function driver instead of 

implementing a custom device driver. 

 

This article talks in detail about WinUSB and demonstrates 

how to communicate with the OSR-FX2 Learning Kit device 

via WinUSB.    The code described in this article is 

downloadable from the OSRONLINE website  

(www.osronline.com/article.cfm?id=532) and is easily 

extendable to other USB devices. 

 

By the way, the readers of this article are expected to already 

understand USB concepts.  If you don't we suggest reading 

"USB in a NutShell" available at http://www.beyondlogic.org/

usbnutshell. 

 

WinUSB 

As previously described, WinUSB is composed of a kernel 

mode driver and a user mode API exported via WinUsb.Dll.   

This WinUSB API makes it easy for a user mode application 

to configure and access endpoints exported by a USB device.   

WinUSB can be used by a developer to verify the integrity of 

a device before developing a device driver for the device, or 

as previously mentioned, can eliminate the need for a custom 

device driver in some cases. 

 

Before you decided to use WinUSB for your device, you need 

to be aware of its features and limitations it supports.   A few 

of the most important of these are: 

 

Supports bulk, interrupt, and control transfers 

Supports selective suspend and wait/wake 

Does not support multiple concurrent applications 

Does not isolate driver address space from 

Using WinUSB for User-Mode to USB Device 
Communication 

http://www.osronline.com/xxxxxxxxxx
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the supplied GUID with one that you generate.   This 

GUID is important, because it is the GUID that your 

application will supply to the SetupDixxx routines 

when looking for devices that your application uses.  

So in our INF file, the GUID specified is {b35924d6-

(Continued from page 6) 

WinUSB... 3e16-4a9e-9782-5524a4b79bac}, and in the 

application we specify the matching GUID as shown 

in Figure 2 (P. 23). 

[Strings] - In this section, you are going to want to 

modify the supplied strings so that they are 

descriptive or unique enough for your purposes. 

 

Once you have performed your INF file modifications, the 

next thing to do is to install your device.   If there are not 

(Continued on page 23) 

; 
;   Microsoft WinUsb installation Inf File. 
;   Modified by OSR to support the OSRFX2 Learning 
;   kit device. 
; 
[Version] 
Signature = "$Windows NT$" 
Class = OsrWinUsbDeviceClass 
ClassGuid={1D165DB4-107F-4547-AA0C-1736A55F240B} 
Provider = %ProviderName% 
;CatalogFile=OsrCatFile.cat 
 
; 
; Since our device is not a standard USB device, we 
; need to define a new class for the device. 
; 
[ClassInstall32] 
Addreg=OsrWinUsbClassReg 
 
[OsrWinUsbClassReg] 
HKR,,,0,%ClassName% 
HKR,,Icon,,-1 
 
 [Manufacturer] 
%ProviderName% = OsrWinUsb_WinUSB,NTx86,NTamd64,NTia64 
 
 [OsrWinUsb_WinUSB.NTx86] 
%USB\OsrWinUsb.DeviceDesc% =USB_Install, USB\VID_0547&PID_1002 
 
 
[USB_Install] 
Include=winusb.inf 
Needs=WINUSB.NT 
 
[USB_Install.Services] 
Include=winusb.inf 
AddService=WinUSB,0x00000002,WinUSB_ServiceInstall 
 
[WinUSB_ServiceInstall] 
DisplayName     = %WinUSB_SvcDesc% 
ServiceType     = 1 
StartType       = 3 
ErrorControl    = 1 
ServiceBinary   = %12%\WinUSB.sys 
 
[USB_Install.Wdf] 
KmdfService=WINUSB, WinUsb_Install 
[WinUSB_Install] 
KmdfLibraryVersion=1.7 
 
[USB_Install.HW] 
AddReg=Dev_AddReg 
 
[Dev_AddReg] 
HKR,,DeviceInterfaceGUIDs,0x10000,"{b35924d6-3e16-4a9e-9782-5524a4b79bac}" 
 
 
 [Strings] 
ProviderName="Osr Fx2 WinUsbTest" 
USB\OsrWinUsb.DeviceDesc="Test using WinUSB only" 
WinUSB_SvcDesc="WinUSB Test" 
DISK_NAME="Osr Install Disk" 
ClassName="OsrWinUsbClass" 
 

Figure 1—Sample OSRWinUSB INF File [Incomplete] 
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FSCTL_LOCK_VOLUME and FSCTL_UNLOCK_ 

VOLUME calls) 

Implicitly via a media change detection (CD-ROM 

removal, Floppy removal, etc.) 

Implicitly via a device removal (PnP) 

 

Regardless, each of these really only becomes ―effective‖ 

when the device itself is dismounted.  In turn, the actual 

dismount really only occurs when the file system driver gives 

up control of the volume.  For example, the function 

FatCheckForDismount (strucsup.c) demonstrates one way in 

which a volume dismount is handled (because all the 

references to the volume are now gone) versus 

FatDismountVolume (fsctrl.c) which demonstrates the case 

in which the volume is explicitly dismounted.  A quick scan of 

the FAT source code will demonstrate that the ―check for 

dismount‖ logic is invoked in many cases – including the PnP 

path – while the explicit dismount is done in response just to 

the FSCTL_DISMOUNT_VOLUME call. 

 

In fact, one of the real complexities of dismounting a volume 

is that even when the underlying device is ―gone,‖ a file 

system must continue to maintain state to ensure that 

applications with open files on the device continue to work 

properly.  Even a cursory review of the FAT code base clearly 

demonstrates the many concerns here.  For example, here‘s a 

typical type of comment we see in FatCommonClose: 

 
// 
//  We have our locks in the correct order.  Remove  
//  our extra open and check for a dismount. Note  
//  that if something changed while we dropped the  
//  lock, it will not matter, since the dismount  
//  code does the correct checks to make sure the  
//  volume can really go away. 

 

(Continued on page 9) 

W hen first presented with the question of ―what does USB 

have to do with file system drivers‖, an easy response 

might be, ―not very much‖.  After all, file systems are largely 

independent of the details of the connection state used to get 

data to and from the disk – a file system‘s model of disk I/O is 

generally quite simple (―it‘s a block store‖).   But in an effort 

to ensure that our file systems readers had something of 

interest to read this issue, we decided we would discuss the 

peculiar semantics of plug and play when it comes to file 

system drivers. 

 

Of course, if you have a file system filter driver layered on top 

of the file system, you can also observe the same fundamental 

behaviors; so while we will be talking about ―file systems‖ we 

expect that most everything we talk about will be of use to 

filter drivers as well. 

 

USB devices are the traditional example we use in terms of 

file systems for the class of devices that are removable.  Of 

course, to confuse this conversation, we note that the ability to 

remove a device is independently considered from the ability 

to remove the media in the device. In other words, a CD-ROM 

drive might use the IDE bus (in which case it is a fixed device 

supporting removable media) or it might use the USB bus (in 

which case it is a removable device supporting removable 

media).  Of course, the most interesting of these devices from 

our perspective is the USB disk storage drive (―flash drive‖). 

 

USB flash drives come in two varieties: those with partition 

tables, and those without partition tables.  A typical ―flash 

drive‖ or ―pen drive‖ (we hear both terms used) will not have 

a partition table, which in turn means it will not have a ―stick‖ 

drive letter, when inserted into the machine. 

 

In all fairness, most of this will not matter to a file system 

driver.  What does matter to a file system driver is when the 

OS advises us that the volume is going to disappear on us.   

Thus, the four PNP requests about which a file system ―cares‖ 

are: query remove, remove, surprise remove, and cancel 

remove.   File system drivers do not typically care about any 

other PnP requests, because most of the other requests are 

related to resource management and file systems do not 

normally handle hardware resources. 

 

Another thing that file systems do care about – and have cared 

about since before plug and play was introduced into 

Windows – is volume dismount.   Thus, the way we usually 

think of device removal is that it is just one more way in 

which a volume may be dismounted.   This means that a 

volume may be dismounted: 

 

Explicitly via the FSCTL_DISMOUNT_VOLUME 

(either with or without the containing 

File Systems, File System Filter Drivers, and  
Removable Storage Devices 

OSR’s Newest Consulting Associate 
 

OSR is pleased to announce the promotion of Scott Noone 
to the role of Consulting Associate. This position includes a 
variety of development, instructional and support 
responsibilities here at OSR, including community support 
via The NT Insider and NTDEV/NTFSD forums. Scott is a 
6-year veteran here at OSR, and has been responsible for 
numerous, high-profile customer successes during his 
tenure.  As part of this promotion, Scott will take  
ownership of OSR’s Kernel Debugging seminar, and will be 
its lead instructor. 
 
Congratulations, Scott! 
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A common issue in handling device removal is that at the 

same time someone is trying to pull the plug on the device, an 

application program might be closing out a file.  Thus, code of 

this type is complicated to ―get right‖ and must guard against 

potential race conditions. 

 

For file system filter drivers, much of this is simplified by 

waiting for the file system to do the proper tear-down.  A file 

system filter driver will, in turn, then receive the relevant call 

back to indicate that the file state is being ―torn down.‖  

Despite that, filters must still be written properly to handle the 

potential situation in which data structures are being 

dismantled at ―unusual times.‖ 

 

Let‘s return our attention to ―what happens when a device is 

removed from the system.‖  As we noted, there are four 

different plug and play operations.  The manner in which they 

are handled by file systems is not the same as it is for devices.  

So, let‘s describe the handling of each of the four types of PnP 

operations with respect to the way file systems handle them.  

For example, if you examine the PnP implementation in the 

FAT sample, you will note that all of the processing is done 

―bus first‖ – file systems do not perform ―driver first‖ 

processing. 

 

IRP_MN_QUERY_REMOVE_DEVICE 
This operation is requested when something is attempting to 

perform an orderly shutdown of the device to prepare for 

removal.  If the file system says ―no‖ at this stage, the user 

will normally see an error that the device is in use.  Of course, 

such indications are, in our experience, mostly useless because 

the user will simply remove the device any way. 

 

Processing here is generally fairly straight-forward: we 

attempt to push any state out to disk and then send the request 

to the lower storage stack.  Once we‘ve passed the request 

down to the lower stack, subsequent I/O operations might fail.   

See FatPnpQueryRemove (pnp.c) for an example of how 

FAT implements this. 

 

While it takes a bit of digging through the sample FAT code, 

the primary reason that a query remove is rejected is because 

the volume is still in use – see FatLockVolumeInternal in 

fsctrl.c.  This would include critical files (paging/registry) as 

well as normal ―in use‖ files.  Of course, this can often be a bit 

frustrating, since any open file will cause the query remove to 

fail.  If you construct a file system filter driver that opens files 

on the underlying file system, it is important to close out those 

files at this point – otherwise the remove operation will fail. 

IRP_MN_REMOVE_DEVICE 

The remove device operation is the OS‘s indication to us that 

the device is, in fact ―gone‖ with respect to the OS view of the 

current system (the user might not have physically removed 

(Continued from page 8) 

File Systems... the device yet, but the storage stack below us will reject any 

attempts to perform I/O on the device).  If you review the 

FAT implementation (FatPnpRemove in pnp.c) it actually 

does send the request down to the underlying device stack first 

and then attempts to clean up any ―dangling‖ state.  Naturally, 

there is no guarantee that all the files are closed and the code 

is written with an understanding that state may not ―go away‖ 

fast enough. 

 

IRP_MN_SURPRISE_REMOVAL 

Surprise removal occurs when the user physically removes the 

device without performing the ―clean shutdown‖ – or perhaps 

the user tried and was denied so they removed the device 

anyway.    The FAT model for handling this is essentially the 

same as remove device handling.  Of course, after we see the 

surprise removal, the OS will send us a normal remove, so we 

have an opportunity to repeat these steps. 

 

IRP_MN_CANCEL_REMOVE_DEVICE 

A cancel occurs when something else in the system refuses to 

allow a remove operation on the given device.  For a file 

system (or filter) this means that normal operation resumes. 

 

By and large, PnP‘s impact in file systems is modest in terms 

of the code used to implement it, but the complication is that 

numerous other ―common case‖ paths must now be written to 

properly handle the case in which the underlying device ―goes 

away‖.    Thus, when I/O operations arrive inside the file 

system driver (or perhaps the filter driver) they must be 

properly rejected.   Of course, this is just one more 

complication in the overall process of developing file systems. 

 

File System Development Kit 
 
 

How’s this for a problem: our customers feel little pressure 
to upgrade to new, functional releases of our FSDK 
because it’s so stable. Now THAT’s a problem we like to 
have.  
 
If your commercial, file system-based solution requires 
this same level of stability, why not consider working with a 
codebase that has become the gold-standard for 
successful implementations of Windows file systems, and a 
company with the experience and reputation to back it up. 
 
Contact the OSR sales team at sales@osr.com to find out 
more about the FSDK and how OSR can help you achieve 
this same level of success with your FSD. 
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The Process 
To help you sort through the available options, a group of 

OSR staff members set out to collect and test low-cost USB 

hardware protocol analyzers.  We talked to every 

manufacturer of relevant equipment we could identify, and 

invited them to send us their least expensive hardware 

protocol analyzer that could handle USB Low Speed (LS), Full 

Speed (FS), and High Speed (HS).  Given the number of good 

devices available, and our readership, we specifically targeted 

devices costing US$1,500 or less.  If manufacturers had a 

device that could only handle USB LS and FS, we asked them 

to send that along as well, and we reviewed those separately 

(See Little Brother Analyzers, P 19).  We did not deliberately 

exclude any manufacturer, so if we didn‘t review a device 

made by your friend‘s company we‘re sorry.  Have them 

contact us and we can try to arrange to review their device in 

the future. 

 

Given that he has so little to do (and actual developers are 

usually busying doing real work) Dan (OSR's marketeer 

extraordinaire) served as our interface to the outside world 

throughout the process.  After several weeks of exchanging 

email, we had units from five manufacturers.  Those were (in 

alphabetical order by manufacturer): 

 

Ellisys USB Explorer 200 Basic 

International Test Instruments Pocket USB 2.0  

LeCroy Conquest Standard 

MQP Electronics Packet-Master USB 480 

Total Phase Beagle USB 480 

 

Table 1 shows each analyzers dimensions, weight, and cost (at 

the time of writing this article).  

 

The methodology we applied was pretty simple.  The three 

devs at OSR with the most USB experience, namely Peter 

Viscarola, Mark Cariddi, and Scott Noone, each spent time 

working with every analyzer.  While we couldn‘t obscure the 

make or model of any analyzer, the devs were not told the 

price of any of the units until the evaluation was concluded.  

During the evaluation period, the devs were not allowed to 

(Continued from page 1) 

Shoot-Out... discuss their impressions of or experience with the analyzers.  

Devs could test each unit as many times as necessary, serially 

or in parallel with other units. The review goal was to evaluate 

each analyzer from the perspective of a Windows driver 

developer, or an occasional (not super expert) USB firmware 

developer.  This means that our usage focused heavily on 

USB protocol analysis, with no consideration for features that 

the average USB driver dev wouldn‘t use in a debugging 

situation including performance analysis, critical timing, or 

hardware triggering.  We‘re not saying these features might 

not be useful features to some devs.  Rather, we‘re saying we 

didn't evaluate these features as part of our review.  As it is, 

each of us spent about a week on the evaluations, including 

writing up our results and doing screen captures of various 

things. 

 

In the interest of full disclosure, OSR owns the Ellisys unit 

that we tested.  Only Peter has used this analyzer extensively.  

In fact, Mark hadn‘t used it at all, and Scott used it only 

casually a few years back.  Thus, we don‘t think we were 

unduly prejudiced in our evaluations.  Obviously, we tried our 

best to be fundamentally fair and unbiased in our analysis. 

 

We used our offices as our test environments.  Our goal was 

to use our ordinary development machines to capture and 

analyze traces, and one of our in-office test machines to 

generate USB traffic.  The devices used on the USB bus 

varied, but always included at least an OSR FX2 board 

(because, ah, we had a lot of them).  Mark and Scott 

concentrated on using the analyzers on HS buses.  Peter 

focused on testing the analyzers on a FS/LS (OHCI) bus.  To 

throw some fun into the mix, and ensure the analyzers didn‘t 

have any preconceived notion of how particular USB protocol 

sequences should be ordered, instead of Windows Peter used 

an unreleased, proprietary, operating system as the test host to 

drive the USB bus being analyzed (all his captures and 

analyses were, of course, performed using Windows). 

 

The Shootout 
Looking at the stack of devices assembled in Dan‘s office was 

instantly intriguing:  The devices ranged in size from a 

slightly bigger than a deck of cards (the Total Phase and the 

ITI units) to briefcase sized (the LeCroy, which actually 

comes in its own plastic briefcase-type carrying container).  

The diversity in the appearance of the analyzers only hinted at 

the fun that was awaiting us. 

 
(Continued on page 11) 

Device Dimension (inches) Weight (lbs) Price 

Ellisys USB Explorer 200 Basic 5.91W x 4.72L x 2.56H 1.7 $799 

International Test Instruments Pocket USB 2.0 4.2W x 4.9L x 1.3H .56 $599 

LeCroy Conquest Standard 8.75W x 10.8L x 2.9H 2.7 $1,199 

MQP Electronics Packet-Master USB 480 7.48W x 5.51L x 1.26H .79 $1,199 

Total Phase Beagle USB 480 2.59W x 4.40L x .90H .21 $1,200 

Table 1 
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We couldn't help admiring the smallest analyzers for their 

portability.  The Total Phase is a device that's so small and so 

light, you could easily toss it in your laptop bag and not even 

know it's there.  The ITI is a bit larger than the Total Phase, 

but also just screamed transportability.  We think that most 

people would be comfortable enough carrying either of these 

devices that they'd be likely to take them on a relevant 

business trip "just in case."   

 

The MQP had a larger footprint than either of the smallest two 

analyzers, but was easily thin and light enough to stuff into a 

carry-on bag or a larger laptop bag.  The Ellisys is the next 

largest and heaviest device.  While it would fit in a carry on, 

we felt that we'd have to know in advance that we'd actually 

need it before we packed it.  The LeCroy is easily the largest 

of the devices.  While it's really not that large or heavy, and 

you could stuff it in a carry on if you really needed to, it felt to 

us like something we'd be more likely to ship ahead than 

carry. 

 

With the groping and ogling completed, everybody grabbed 

an analyzer and headed to their offices.  And we immediately 

encountered our first set of issues. 

 

The development systems that we all use here at OSR run 64-

bit Windows Server 2003 (with the latest service packs and 

patches).   This presented a challenge because only the 

LeCroy and Ellisys analyzers have drivers that support this 

platform.  The Total Phase has 64-bit Windows drivers that 

are supported on Vista and later only (though we did manage 

to finagle them into working on S03).  The ITI and MQP units 

do not have drivers that support 64-bit Windows, though MQP 

told us they are working on 64-bit drivers and expect to have 

them available in the future (Ed—see P.19 for update) .  

 

Not having 64-bit drivers struck us as strange.  Aren‘t 

software devs the sort of folks who would be most likely to 

run 64-bit Windows?  And, aren‘t these devs the folks that are 

most likely to use these analyzers?  So, points off for any 

analyzer that didn‘t have 64-bit drivers.   

Shoot-Out...  

Thus, before we could even start the testing, we had to change 

our plans slightly.  Mark switched to using a pair of laptops 

running 32-bit Vista for both traffic generation and capture.  

Scott grabbed his laptop, which runs 32-bit XP, and paired it 

with his dev box:  If the analyzer software ran on 64-bit S03, 

he used his dev box to do the capture and his laptop to 

generate traffic.  If the analyzer software only ran on 32-bit 

software, he used his dev box to generate traffic and his laptop 

to do the capture.  Peter stuck with his non-Windows system 

to generate traffic for all the tests, but used his dev box for all 

the analysis.  Where there were no appropriate drivers for his 

dev box, he did his captures from a 32-bit laptop running 

Windows 7, where the analyzer software was run in Vista 

compatibility mode and elevated with admin privileges (just 

because).  He then transferred those captures to his dev box 

for analysis. 

 

Pain in the ass, huh?  Yeah, we thought so.  You can take it as 

a sign that we‘re trying to be as professional and unbiased as 

possible in this review that we don‘t hold forth in great detail, 

and editorialize more fully and colorfully, on the topic of 

analyzers not having 64-bit drivers.  Ouch!  That was the 

sound of me, biting my tongue.  But I digress. 

 

The Shootout, Reloaded 
We finally got down to the job of actually using and testing 

each of the analyzers.   This entailed capturing and analyzing 

protocol traces to determine the activities of each device on 

the USB bus.  

 

Data Capture 
Most of the analyzers capture data from the USB bus in a 

capture buffer, and then after the capture is stopped, they 

allow you to display the previously captured data with various 

levels of interpretation.  The exceptions to this were the Total 

Phase and ITI analyzers.  Both of these decoded and displayed 

captured data in real time, as well as capturing it to a buffer 

for later analysis.   The Total Phase displayed captured 

packets.  The ITI displayed decoded data at the transfer level, 

(Continued on page 12) 

Attention Security Analysts and Information Warfare Engineers—New Seminar 
 

We’re consistently hearing from customers that have a specific need to focus on Windows OS internals and drivers from the 
standpoint of those charged with analyzing and securing the OS—they need to perform threat analysis/modeling, extend the 
actions of the OS, or are generally involved in information/cyber warfare. They may be security researchers, government 
contractors, or engineers in the general Windows security space.  
 
Well, we aim to please and now have an offering focused on this audience and need. 
 

Windows Internals and Software Driver Development (Lab) 
Next Offered: 24-28 August, Toronto, ON    See www.osr.com/seminars 
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One final triggering option worthy of note is that the MQP has 

physical buttons on its front panel that allow you to start and 

stop the capture.  Scott, particularly, found this useful.  The 

LeCroy has a similar manual trigger button, but to use it you 

need to select a project that has "manual" as the triggering 

criteria. 

 

We had absolutely no problems capturing data with most of 

the analyzers.  Two of the three reviewers occasionally had a 

capture problem with the MQP analyzer.  The symptoms were 

that the analysis program would hang at the end of a capture 

when selecting "Save and Display."  MQP's tech support was 

quick to respond to our report, but was unable to solve the 

problem in the time we had available.  In any case, we were 

able to work around the problem by doing the same operation 

in two steps: Selecting "Save Only" to end the capture and 

save the data, and then opening the just saved capture for 

display.  It was an easy work-around, and not too 

inconvenient, but a bit of a surprise nonetheless. 

 

Mark and Scott, who tried using the ITI analyzer to capture 

data in HS USB configurations, had more serious difficulties.  

Capture attempts with the ITI analyzer at high speed resulted 

in no data.  We reported this problem to ITI and they had an 

updated firmware release for us to try within hours.  While 

this fix allowed us to capture data for one of the devices (a 

USB flash drive), the fix didn't allow us to capture data from 

the OSR USB FX2 card.  They continued to work with us, but 

couldn't completely solve the problem in the limited time 

available.  As a result, after several unsuccessful attempts at 

using the device, Mark and Scott discontinued their attempts 

to evaluate the ITI. 

 

(Continued on page 13) 

as well as providing an on-going count of token packets, data 

packets, and other similar events seen. 

 

While capturing, the MQP and Ellisys analyzers both display 

the number of packets captured, as well as a count of ACKed 

and NAKed transactions.   The Ellisys also displays the 

number of individual devices detected while the capture was 

being made, which is handy.   The LeCroy doesn't display 

useful information, other than whether the capture has been 

triggered or not, during the capture.  We can't say this is a 

terrible failing, but it's not as nice as the other analyzers. 

 

Setting up capture sessions with the analyzers was simple, as 

expected.  You plug one port of analyzer into the machine 

doing the capture, and you put the analyzer "in line" with the 

USB Bus you'll be capturing data from.  All the analyzers, 

except the LeCroy, were fully bus powered.  The LeCroy had 

to be plugged into AC power. 

 

Capturing data with most of the analyzers was easy to figure 

out.  The analyzers with the simplest capture and analysis 

programs typically had one very obvious way to start the 

capture.  For others, you had to determine which semi-cute 

icon on the tool bar corresponded to "start capturing" or else 

find the "start recording" or similar item in one of the 

program's menu items (Mark: "Thank God for tool tips").   In 

any case, it was typically pretty easy to determine how to grab 

data. 

 

The only exception to the above was the LeCroy.  The LeCroy 

seems to be modeled more on the lines of a hardware 

analyzer, like a logic analyzer.  Before you can start a capture, 

you need to define a "trigger", which can be "any transaction" 

on the USB bus or a number of other options.   You then 

selected the maximum size of the capture, and the amount of 

"pre-trigger" space allocated for the capture, and clicked "run" 

to start waiting for the trigger to occur to start the capture.  

This process caused lots of initial head-scratching among the 

reviewers and just felt unnecessarily complicated.  Once the 

desired trigger conditions are established, they can be saved 

(as an analyzer "project") and later recalled to start another 

with the click of an icon on the tool bar.  Thus, thankfully, you 

only need to perform the trigger configuration process on the 

LeCroy once. 

 

It's important to note that the LeCroy was not the only 

analyzer that offered options for when to start a capture.  

Some analyzers feature complex triggers as part of their basic 

configuration, on others it's an extra cost option.  So, if 

triggering on a given protocol sequence or some other 

condition is likely to be important in your environment, be 

sure to check for this feature on all the analyzers. 

 

(Continued from page 11) 

Shoot-Out... 

Kernel Debugging for Windows 
 
 

You’ve seen our articles where we delve into analyses of 
various crash dumps or system hangs to determine root 
cause.  Want to learn the tools and techniques yourself?  
Consider attendance at OSR’s Kernel Debugging for 
Windows seminar.  This hands-on training not only 
provides fundamentals you need to debug Windows kernel-
mode software, but spends considerable time showing you 
the valued techniques that are used and espoused 
internally at OSR. 
 
The next offering of this limited-attendance seminar is to 
be held in: 
 

San Jose, CA from 21-25 September!   
 
For more information, visit us at www.osr.com or call us at 
+1.603.595.6500, or email us at seminars@osr.com. 
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Before using one of these tools, you should always download 

the latest available software.  

 

Note: We've place full-screen sized, color, screen captures of 

the analysis software on OSR Online at www.osronline.com/

usbcaptures.cfm. 

 

Analysis: Total Phase 
The Total Phase displays Packet Level analysis of observed 

USB traffic in its main display with some added Transaction 

Level interpretation in text (not table) format in a secondary 

window.  Transactions are grouped together with color 

coding. Consecutive SOFs and NAKs are each totaled and 

combined in the display.  Reasonably sophisticated filters, 

based on device or endpoint address (for example), can also be 

applied to the display. 

 

While the Total Phase analysis program had the least 

sophisticated look-and-feel of the analyzer packages we 

tested, the software itself was solid and reliable in what it did. 

Total Phase told us that they are working on a much enhanced 

version of their analysis software (we saw a video of the new 

package that looked quite impressive).  This new version 

should be available in the near future.  

 

(Continued on page 14) 

Analysis Overall 
Once the data is captured, what is it like to perform the 

analysis with each of the products?  Each of the capture 

analysis programs (with one exception) can display captured 

data at three levels of analysis. 

 

Packet Level:  This is the lowest level of data (such as 

IN, OUT, SETUP, DATA0, DATA1, ACK, NAK, etc), 

and corresponds to individual packets on the USB bus.   

Transaction Level: This level groups the packet data into 

transactions.  For example, a single Setup Transaction 

corresponds to the packets Setup, Data0, ACK (in that 

order). 

Transfer Level: This level represents a group of 

transactions gathered together into a single operation.  For 

example, a Get Descriptor Transfer comprises a Setup 

Transaction, an IN Transaction, and an OUT Transaction. 

 

One thing we noticed was that several of the analysis software 

packages are updated frequently.  All of the vendors provide 

easy downloads of the latest software from their web sites.   

(Continued from page 12) 

Shoot-Out... 

Total Phase Display of USB Capture 
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The ITI software provided an analysis display that was 

generally clear and easy to use.  Consecutive SOF packets 

were grouped in transactions (which you could open to see 

each of the individual SOFs).  There's also a handy "Node 

Finder" window that allows you to jump directly to a 

particular Transaction, packet type, or even transaction (for 

example, you can jump to the next "Get Descriptor" request). 

 

One problem we had with the analysis output from the ITI 

was that we couldn't find any way to suppress consecutive 

NAKed IN transactions.  This made analyzing the activity on 

the bus in certain situations very difficult.  For example, if 

you're analyzing a device on a hub (where there's always a 

hanging IN on the hub's interrupt endpoint that's used to signal 

hub status change) you'll be searching for your device's data 

amid zillions of NAKed INs.  

(Continued on page 15) 

Analysis: ITI 
The ITI analysis program groups each Transfer in what looks 

to be a pretty standard Tree Control.   You open the Transfer 

Level and see under it the Transactions that comprise that 

Transfer.  You open each of those Transfers and the program 

displays the Packet Level information.  When a Transfer, 

Transaction, or Packet is selected, additional information 

(formatted for easy understanding) is displayed in a separate 

window in the analyzer.   

 

(Continued from page 13) 

Shoot-Out... 

ITI Node Finder 

ITI Tree Control Display 

ITI Transfer, Transaction or Packet Detail  
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specification.  The reviewer‘s response to this was decidedly 

mixed.  From Scott's notes: "I don't work with USB every day 

and it can be days/weeks/months/years between when I need 

to look at things in this level of detail, so quick access to this 

kind of information is incredibly handy."  On the other hand 

there‘s Peter‘s note: "Several of the packages include 

gratuitous help, such as quotations from sections of the USB 

spec.  This gets old quickly and should be disable-able.  If you 

don't know what a NAK is, fine… go look it up." 

 

The reviewer‘s reaction to the MQP analysis display was also 

mixed.  Mark was "was much happier with a line by line 

display than the graphic display used" by the MQP.  Peter on 

the other hand, found the combination of graphic display for 

the protocol and secondary window for interpreted data 

"VERY nice", "impressive" and found it "VERY easy to see 

the data flow direction, whether a transfer is FS, HS, or LS, 

and the TYPE of transfer.  For example, the display clearly 

indicates ‘BULK Transfer‘ or ‗Control Transfer‘. This is 

elementary, but useful." 

 

The reviewers were united, however, in the feeling that "a lot 

of scrolling" was required to find the info they were looking 

for (yes, there IS a comprehensive search facility that we 

could have used).  Scott thought the UI felt "a bit sluggish" on 

his laptop, and Peter concurred.  In general, the reviewers 

wished for a more compact mode for the display that would 

allow more transfers on the screen at one time.   

(Continued on page 16) 

 

MQP 
The MQP, like the LeCroy, has a graphical display of 

transfers, transactions, and packets. 

 

The user double-clicks on a particular level to open/close the 

next lowest level.  For example, in the figure below, the user 

double clicked on the Get Device Descriptor control transfer 

to reveal the transactions within that transfer.  The user then 

double clicked on the SETUP transaction to reveal the packets 

within that transaction. 

 

SOF, NAKs, and NYETs can be either shown or filtered from 

the display.   It's also possible to create relatively sophisticated 

filters, to show only particular devices or endpoints. 

 

Like several of the other analyzers, additional data for each 

transfer, transaction, or packet is shown in a separate window: 

 

Note that, along with the data itself, the MQP shows some 

additional tutorial information.  In fact, all the analyzers 

except the LeCroy and ITI provided some amount of tutorial 

information along with the data being displayed.  This 

information is often taken directly from the USB 

Shoot-Out... 

MQP Event Pane 

MQP Details Pane 
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LeCroy display appeared more compact, and in fact could be 

configured to be even more compact by setting certain display 

options.   However, even at its most compact, the LeCroy 

display wasn't able to show as many operations on the screen 

at one time as the Ellisys or ITI. 

 

In use, the LeCroy software felt very complete and well 

implemented.   There are tons of options.  Everything seems 

to be configurable and customizable, from the colors of the 

(Continued on page 17) 

Shoot-Out... 
 

Analysis: LeCroy 
The LeCroy, like the MQP, provides a graphic display of the 

protocol information, featuring Transfer, Transaction, and 

Packet views: 

 

The user clicks the "+" sign to see the next 

level of information for a given Transfer or 

Transaction.  The LeCroy can also display 

interpreted information (or the contents of 

data fields) for specific Transfers or Packets.   

However, instead of putting this display in a 

secondary window like some of the other 

analyzers, the LeCroy puts the data directly 

"in line" when the user clicks the down 

arrow for a particular item. 

 

While the interpreted information display is 

great, the reviewers thought using an 

alternate window to display the information 

(as is done by other analyzers) was more 

convenient, and took less screen real estate 

away from the protocol flow. 

 

The LeCroy has a complete set of filtering 

options, and can easily disable the display of 

SOFs and NAKs. 

 

While the LeCroy's graphic display was 

similar to that of the MQP analyzer, the LeCroy In-Line Interpreted Data 

LeCroy Results Window 
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what I needed (and -- more importantly -- limit the trace stuff 

that was being shown, as the SOFs and NAKs rarely interest 

me)."  In retrospect, he acknowledged that he continued 

learning things about the software long after that hour. 

 

Analysis: Ellisys 
The Ellisys analysis software is also a "text grid" style display, 

using a tree control. 

 

As with almost all the other analyzers, the Ellisys grouped 

Packets into Transactions and Transactions into Transfers.  

The user clicks on the "+" sign to open the next lower level for 

display. 

 

The Ellisys was among the more compact -- and in the 

opinion of the reviewers one of the easiest to understand -- 

displays.  It also includes a secondary window that's used to 
(Continued on page 18) 

display to the radix used for each individual data field.  Peter 

called the software "CRAZY configurable", which is high 

praise. 

 

The reviewers were mixed in their overall impressions of the 

LeCroy analysis software.   Scott called it "the Adobe 

Photoshop of USB analyzers - it can do just about anything if 

you take the time to learn how to use it."  However, he 

concluded that it was "simply too much tool" for his 

occasional use as "a lowly software guy."  Mark felt "the other 

programs were much easier to use" but recognized that the 

software was probably "more sophisticated than [some] 

others."  Peter noted: " It took me about an hour to become 

productive with the [LeCroy analyzer], and to be able to find 

Shoot-Out... 

Ellisys “Instant Filter” Feature 

Ellisys Main Tree Display 

Ellisys, Showing Interpreted Contents of a 

Descriptor 
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Recommendations 
We thought doing a USB Analyzer shootout would be much 

easier than it turned out.  In the end, we discovered that this 

review stuff is real work.  But we learned a lot and had a good 

time.  

 

We're going to give you our recommendations, based on our 

experiences and the criteria we've described.  Keep in mind 

that there are differences in these analyzers that we've only 

briefly touched-on (such as triggering) or that we haven't 

mentioned at all (such as built-in class decoding).  Some of 

these features are included in the base price of some analyzers, 

and cost extra in others.  So if features other than those we've 

specifically mentioned are important to you, be sure to do 

your homework and not simply adopt what we say. We were 

both amazed and excited by the size of the Total Phase and 

ITI analyzers.  As soon as we laid our eyes on these units, we 

couldn't help but want one.  However, despite the fact that it 

had a 64-bit driver that worked on Vista, the Total Phase 

analysis software displayed only a basic Packet level display 

and  didn't have nearly the capabilities of the other analyzers.  

That precludes us from recommending it at the present time.  

Keep an eye on this unit, though, as Total Phase promises new 

analysis software will be available soon (as a free download).  

The price of the Total Phase analyzer is $1200. 

 

The ITI's software was simple and easy to use, though not 

quite as powerful as that of some of the other analyzers.  

However, the analyzer had multiple problems capturing data 

on USB HS, and there are no 64-bit drivers available.  As a 

result, we can't recommend this analyzer either.  However, it's 

clear that the ITI folks are actively working on their firmware 

and software, and if they can solve the existing issues they'll 

have a package that's hard to beat in terms of price ($599) and 

portability. 

 

The remaining three devices, those from Ellisys, LeCroy, and 

MQP, all deserve careful consideration if you're in the market 

for a USB hardware analyzer.  Personal preferences and usage 

scenarios could easily cause you to prefer one over the other.  

 

The reviewers considered the LeCroy the "big daddy" of 

analyzers.  Not only was the analyzer hardware physically the 

largest of all those tested, the software was the most 

complicated to learn and use. The price wasn't as large as any 

of the reviewers expected, however, with a cost of $1199.  

Most felt that this analyzer would be more at home in a 

hardware developer's lab than with a "lowly" software dev.  

However, the software's complexity added flexibility and 

options that no other analyzer had.  It's also important to note 

that the LeCroy's 64-bit drivers worked flawlessly on the 

reviewers systems.  While this device wasn't the first choice of 

any reviewer, all agreed that they could use this device to get 

their jobs done. 

 

Peter found the MQP's display probably the most intuitive to 

understand, but didn't like the amount of screen space the 

(Continued on page 19) 

show additional data such as the interpreted contents of a 

descriptor. 

 

Each of the three reviewers noticed, and commented 

positively about, the convenience of the "Instant Filter" 

facility in the Ellisys software.  This is a set of boxes at the 

top of the column list into which the user can enter values that 

are immediately applied as filters.  For example, the partial 

capture of the display on P. 17 shows the display filtered to 

show only device 4, by entering that number into the "Instant 

Filter" at the top of the column. 

 

All agreed the Ellisys software felt well designed and 

implemented.  Mark noted that the application was "well 

thought out, clear and quite detailed" and "easy to warm to 

and more intuitive than some of the others."  Scott commented 

that the analysis software was "very clean and modern 

feeling" and "was all very intuitive" to use. 

 

The Ellisys software has several interesting touches that make 

it pleasant and convenient to use.  For example, an option 

color-codes the Transfers/Transactions/Packets on a per-

device basis.  Another such feature is shown above.  Note that 

during the first "Get Descriptor" Transfer (at time 85.191, 

highlighted) and the "Set Address" Transfer immediately 

following it (at time 84.358) the device number is shown as "0 

(4)" -- This indicates that device address 0 was actually used 

in the Transfer (which is the address used by a device before 

it's configured on the USB Bus), but that device was 

eventually assigned device address 4.  This feature isn't a big 

deal, but is pretty typical of the thoughtfulness and level of 

detail in the Ellisys software. 

 

Peter wished that each Transfer was clearly labeled "Control 

Transfer", "Bulk Transfer", as in the MQP.  The little icons 

that presumably indicate this are too small and too similar 

(and didn't even have tool tips associated with them that 

would give a hint). 

 

During our testing, we noticed one seeming anomaly in the 

Ellisys software.  Under certain circumstances, the software 

grouped Bulk IN and Bulk OUT Transfers together, even if 

they were separated by other packets or by many seconds (or 

minutes) in time.  We thought this resulted in a confusing 

display, so we checked with Ellisys.   Their engineering team 

was highly responsive, and within a day they had confirmed 

that the behavior we were seeing was "by design" but that they 

could also understand how in certain circumstances the 

display that resulted with less than helpful.  Thus, they sent us 

a new version of the software that disabled grouping of Bulk 

IN and Bulk OUT Transfers, and promised to add this feature 

to their next software release which is due out very soon.   

 

Shoot-Out... 
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Ellisys USB Tracker 110 

US$399 

3.35 x 3.15 x 1.57 in 

3.53 oz 

 

MQP Electronics Packet-Master USB12 

US$699 

5.08 x 3.94 x 1.22 in 

5.47 oz 

 

Total Phase Beagle 12 

US$400 

3.58 X 2.24 X .87 in 

2.29 oz 

graphic display occupied.  Mark found that same display less 

intuitive than others.  Scott liked it, but agreed space 

utilization was a concern.  The fact that this device had 

hardware buttons to start and stop a capture was a plus.  All 

liked the fact that the MQP was easily "packable" for a trip.  

However, a serious negative for us, at least, was the lack of 64

-bit drivers (Ed: In fact, the a 64-bit driver is available for 

download now) .   At a price of $1199, the reviewers felt the 

MQP was a serious contender, but not the top choice. It, did, 

however earn two votes for "runner up." 

 

(Continued from page 18) 

Shoot-Out... 

W hen we solicited vendors to supply us with USB High 

Speed (HS), Full Speed (FS), and Low Speed (LS) 

capable analyzers, a number of them also indicated that they 

had smaller, less expensive, analyzers that were FS/LS 

capable, but lacked support for USB HS.  We asked them to 

send them along, and we played with them like their big 

brothers, but in a less structured way. 

 

We're pleased to report that the small analyzers in all cases 

used the same software as, and worked identically to, their 

bigger HS-capable relatives.  Thus, our impressions of the 

software provided with each of the HS-capable analyzers 

apply equally to these LS/FS devices. 

 

So, if you're working on a problem that involves a LS or FS 

device, or a device that can be configured to work in LS or FS 

mode, these analyzers will do the trick.  That's good news, 

because in all cases they are both smaller and less expensive 

than the FS-capable versions. 

 

 

“Little Brother” Analyzers 
 

The reviewers were unanimous in their appreciation of the 

Ellisys analyzer.  The software felt "polished" and was easy to 

use and was thoughtfully implemented.   The analysis 

software was also judicious in its use of screen space. The 64-

bit drivers worked perfectly on the reviewers workstations.   

The only negative was the size of the Ellisys hardware:  It's 

not something any of the reviewers would want to throw in 

their bags "just in case" when leaving on a trip.  However, this 

is a minor issue.  With a base price of US$799, the Ellisys was 

the reviewers pick for "best overall analyzer" in the shootout.   

 

Mini-Filter Lab Coming to Redmond, WA 
17-21 August 

 
OSR’s popular offering, Developing File System Mini-Filters for Windows will again be offered in Redmond, WA. As we have 
in the past, this offering has been scheduled to coordinate with the Microsoft IFS Plugfest, scheduled to take place the 
following week on Microsoft’s Redmond, WA campus.   
 
For information on how to register, visit www.osr.com/seminars 
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For our device, interface zero contains a bulk out and an 

interrupt in endpoint. Interface one contains a single 

isochronous out endpoint. Thus, we'll simply loop looking for 

configured pipes of those types and store them away in our 

device context. 

 

The start of the outer loop is shown in Figure 7. 

 

Note that here we leverage the fact that we have already 

retrieved the interface for this index and stored it in the 

settingPairs array. 

 

Once we have the number of pipes configured for this 

interface, we can loop over the pipes looking for out bulk, 

interrupt, and isochronous pipes (Figure 8, P. 21). 

(Continued on page 21) 

Enumerating the Pipes 
That's pretty much it! The good news is that we haven't been 

lying to our students all this time and it did work the way we 

thought.  

 

The final change to the driver is to enumerate the pipes in 

each interface. To do this, we will have an outer loop and an 

inner loop. The outer loop will enumerate the configured 

interfaces while the inner loop will enumerate the configured 

pipes in the interface. 

 

(Continued from page 5) 

Multi-Interface... 

    // Iterate through the number of interfaces and initialize the WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR array. 
    // 
    for (interfaceIndex = 0; interfaceIndex < numInterfaces; interfaceIndex++) { 
        //  
        // Get the WDFUSBINTERFACE for this index. 
        //  
        settingPairs[interfaceIndex].UsbInterface =  
                                    WdfUsbTargetDeviceGetInterface( 
                                                devContext->BasicUsbUsbDevice, 
                                                interfaceIndex); 
 
        // We want alternate setting zero on all interfaces. 
        //  
        settingPairs[interfaceIndex].SettingIndex = 0; 
    } 

Figure 5 — Building the WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SETTING_PAIR Structure (Part 2) 

    // Init our WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS structure. 
    //  
    WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS_INIT_MULTIPLE_INTERFACES( 
                                                &selectConfigParams, 
                                                numInterfaces, 
                                                settingPairs); 
 
    // 
    // And actually select our configuration. 
    // 
    status = WdfUsbTargetDeviceSelectConfig(devContext->BasicUsbUsbDevice, 
                                            WDF_NO_OBJECT_ATTRIBUTES, 
                                            &selectConfigParams); 
    if (!NT_SUCCESS(status)) { 
#if DBG 
        DbgPrint("WdfUsbTargetDeviceSelectConfig failed 0x%0x\n", status); 
#endif 
        ExFreePool(settingPairs); 
        return status; 
 
    } 

Figure 6 — Initialize WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS_INIT and Configure 

    // Since we have 2 interfaces for this configuration, we will go through each of them and get the pipes 
    // in each.   NOTE:   we know that pipes are in each interface, since we defined the interfaces: 
    //  
    // Interface 0 has a bulk out and an interrupt pipe. 
    // Interface 1 has an ISO in pipe. 
    //  
    // So we take advantage of that fact. 
    // 
    for(interfaceIndex = 0; interfaceIndex < numInterfaces; interfaceIndex++) { 
 
        // 
        // How many pipes were configure? 
        // 
        numPipes = WdfUsbInterfaceGetNumConfiguredPipes( 
                                    settingPairs[interfaceIndex].UsbInterface); 

Figure 7 — Enumerating Pipes (Outer Loop) 
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But what about the single interface setting? We won‘t leave 

you hanging on that one. Check out the sidebar on P. 22 for 

more information on single interface devices. 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued on page 22) 

And that's it! 
Much to our surprise, it really is that easy. KMDF comes 

through again with a straightforward approach and a well 

thought out API. 

(Continued from page 20) 

Multi-Interface... 

        // For all the pipes that were configured.... 
        // 
        for(pipeIndex = 0; pipeIndex < numPipes; pipeIndex++) { 
 
            // We'll need to find out the type the pipe, which we'll do by supplying a pipe information 
            // structure when calling WdfUsbInterfaceGetConfiguredPipe 
            // 
            WDF_USB_PIPE_INFORMATION_INIT(&pipeInfo); 
 
            // Get the configured pipe. 
            // 
            configuredPipe = WdfUsbInterfaceGetConfiguredPipe( 
                                    settingPairs[interfaceIndex].UsbInterface, 
                                    pipeIndex, 
                                    &pipeInfo); 
 
            // First, let's see what type of pipe it is... 
            // 
            switch (pipeInfo.PipeType) { 
                case WdfUsbPipeTypeBulk: { 
 
                    // Bulk pipe. Determine if it's an OUT pipe 
                    // 
                    if (WdfUsbTargetPipeIsOutEndpoint(configuredPipe)) { 
 
                        // Bulk OUT pipe. Should only ever get one of these... 
                        // 
                        ASSERT(devContext->BulkOutPipe == NULL); 
 
                        devContext->BulkOutPipe = configuredPipe; 
                    } 
                    break; 
                } 
                case WdfUsbPipeTypeInterrupt: { 
                     
                    // We're only expecting an IN interrupt pipe 
                    // 
                    ASSERT(WdfUsbTargetPipeIsInEndpoint(configuredPipe)); 
 
                    // And we're only expected one of them 
                    // 
                    ASSERT(devContext->InterruptInPipe == NULL); 
 
                    devContext->InterruptInPipe = configuredPipe; 
                    break; 
                } 
                case WdfUsbPipeTypeIsochronous: { 
                    ASSERT(WdfUsbTargetPipeIsInEndpoint(configuredPipe)); 
 
                    ASSERT(devContext->IsochronousInPipe == NULL); 
 
                    devContext->IsochronousInPipe = configuredPipe; 
                    devContext->IsochronousInPacketSize  
                                                  = pipeInfo.MaximumPacketSize; 
                    break; 
 
                } 
                default: { 
                     
                    // Don't know what it is, don't care what it is...                     
#if DBG 
                    DbgPrint("Unexpected pipe type? 0x%x\n", pipeInfo.PipeType); 
#endif                 
                    break; 
                } 
 
            } 

Figure 8—Looking for Configured Pipes 
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What About the Single Interface Alternate Setting? 
 

It might be the case that you have a single interface device but would like to select an alternate setting. This also turns out to be 

quite simple in KMDF, requiring only one more API call. 

 

After you have selected your configuration, all you will need do is initialize a WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SELECT_SETTING_ 

PARAMS structure and call WdfUsbInterfaceSelectSetting to select the alternate setting. 

 

Select the Configuration 
To start we just do the usual configuration selection process and get back our configured interface: 
  

    // The OSRFX2 device only has a single interface, so we'll 

    // initialize our select configuration parameters structure 

    // using the specially provided macro 

    // 

    WDF_USB_DEVICE_SELECT_CONFIG_PARAMS_INIT_SINGLE_INTERFACE( 

                                                &selectConfigParams); 

 

    // And actually select our configuration. 

    // 

    status = WdfUsbTargetDeviceSelectConfig(devContext->BasicUsbUsbDevice, 

                                            WDF_NO_OBJECT_ATTRIBUTES, 

                                            &selectConfigParams); 

    if (!NT_SUCCESS(status)) { 

#if DBG 

        DbgPrint("WdfUsbTargetDeviceSelectConfig failed 0x%0x\n", status); 

#endif 

        return status; 

 

    } 

 

    // Our single interface has been configured. Let's grab the 

    // WDFUSBINTERFACE object so that we can get our pipes. 

    // 

    configuredInterface  

            = selectConfigParams.Types.SingleInterface.ConfiguredUsbInterface; 

 

Once we have our interface, we initialize our WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SELECT_SETTING_PARAMS structure using one of 

the available functions. By far the easiest is the    WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SELECT_SETTING_PARAMS_INIT_SETTING 

function, which takes an interface number to enable: 
 
    // Configure the structure with alternate setting one. 
    //  
    WDF_USB_INTERFACE_SELECT_SETTING_PARAMS_INIT_SETTING( 
                                            &interfaceSelectSetting, 
                                            1); 

 And then simply select the setting for the configured interface by calling WdfUsbInterfaceSelectSetting: 
    //  

    // Select the setting. 

    //  

    status = WdfUsbInterfaceSelectSetting(configuredInterface, 

                                          WDF_NO_OBJECT_ATTRIBUTES, 

                                          &interfaceSelectSetting); 

 

    if (!NT_SUCCESS(status)) { 

#if DBG 

        DbgPrint("WdfUsbInterfaceSelectSetting failed 0x%0x\n", status); 

#endif 

        ExFreePool(settingPairs); 

        return status; 

 

    } 

Multi-Interface... 

 

(Continued from page 21) 
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already drivers available for your device (see ―Installation 

Caveat‖, sidebar below) the Hardware Manager should ask 

you to supply software for the detected device.   All you 

should have to do is point it to the directory tree containing 

your INF file and the Microsoft redistributable binaries, 

WinUSBCoInstaller.dll, WdfCoInstaller01007.dll, and 

WUDFUpdate_01007.dll that we mentioned earlier and 

everything should be ready. 

 

Connecting to Your Device 

Now that we have the software installed, the next thing we 

have to do is to find our device so that we can use WinUSB to 

communicate with it.   So the question is, how do we do that?   

Well, as we mentioned above, our INF file specifies an 

Interface GUID ([Dev_AddReg] section) that WinUSB will 

register on our device's behalf when our device is detected.  

So our application program needs to enumerate all the devices 

that are loaded and have registered as supporting the Interface 

GUID that matches our INF file. 

 

This enumeration is done using the Windows SetupDIxxx 

API.   Using this API, an application program can enumerate 

all devices that support a supplied GUID.   To do this, the 

application must perform the following operations: 

 

1. Call SetupDiGetClassDevs supplying the Interface 

G U I D  o f  i n t e r e s t  a n d  s p e c i f y i n g 

D I G C F _ P R E S E N T  |  D I G C F _ 

DEVICEINTERFACE as flags so that the call 

knows that we are only interested in enumerating 

device interfaces for devices that are currently 

present in the system. 

2. Call SetupDiEnumerateDeviceInterfaces in order 

to retrieve information about a device that matches 

the search criteria specified in our previous call to 

SetupDiGetClassDevs.  Since there could be more 

than one device that matches our search, this 

function may be called iteratively until it returns 

ERROR_NO_MORE_ITEMS to indicate that the 

search is done. 

3. Upon a successful return from the call to 

SetupDiEnumerateDeviceInterfaces, we must call 

SetupDiGetDeviceInterfaceDetail in order to get 

details about the found device interface.  The 

information returned from this call contains the 

(Continued from page 7) 

WinUSB... "DevicePath".  DevicePath contains the device 

interface path, and this field can be passed to the 

Windows CreateFile API to open a handle to your 

device. 

4. Once you've completed the enumeration of all 

devices supporting your Interface GUID , don't 

forget to call SetupDiDestroyInfoList to release all 

the memory that was used while performing the 

iterations. 

 

Now that we've found a device or devices that support our 

Interface GUID, and performed a CreateFile to get a handle 

to the device the next thing we have to do is associate our 

device with WinUSB. 

 

Associating a Device with WinUSB 

In order to communicate with our device using the WinUSB 

DLL, we must get a WinUSB interface handle which will 

associate our device with WinUSB.   This is performed via the 

call WinUsb_Initialize.  The call takes as input the 

HANDLE we got when we called CreateFile, using the 

D e v i c e P a t h  r e t u r n e d  f r o m  o u r  c a l l  t o 

SetupDiGetDeviceInterfaceDetail, and returns to us a 

WINUSB_INTERFACE_HANDLE that we will use on all 

our subsequent calls to the WinUSB DLL APIs. 

 

The WinUSB API 

So how does an application actually talk to a device via 

WinUSB?  The WinUSB API is a rich interface which 

(Continued on page 24) 

// 
// This GUID must match the interface GUID that is specified in the OSRWINUSB.INF File. 
// 
//{b35924d6-3e16-4a9e-9782-5524a4b79bac} 
DEFINE_GUID(GUID_DEVINTERFACE_OSRUSBFX2,  
   0xb35924d6, 0x3e16, 0x4a9e, 0x97, 0x82, 0x55, 0x24, 0xa4, 0xb7, 0x9b, 0xac); 
 

Figure 2—Specifying a GUID In Our Application 

Installation Caveat 
 

When we installed the OSR USB-FX2 device on our clean Vista 

Ultimate system, the Hardware Manager determined that our 

device was supported by another manufacturer's driver.  It 

downloaded and installed the driver for it.   If this happens to 

you, you are going to have to uninstall that driver (and hopefully 

delete it at the same time), then using Device Manager, perform 

an update such that you can specify your software to be installed 

for the device. 
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provides your application with the calls necessary to control 

most simple devices. The API is shown in Figure 3. 

 

As you can see, the APIs provide your application with pretty 

much all the same functionality you would get if you 

implemented a UMDF/KMDF or WDM USB driver.  Great 

API!  So how do we use it? 

 

Using the WinUSB API 

As we mentioned in the introduction, we are assuming that the 

readers of the article are familiar with USB devices and how 

to use them on Windows.   Given that, let's talk about using 

the API.   In order not to repeat information we already talked 

about in the sections  "Connecting to your device" and 

"Associating a device with WinUSB" we are going to assume 

that we're already connected to our device with CreateFile 

and associated our device with WinUSB by calling 

WinUSB_Initialize. 

(Continued from page 23) 

WinUSB...  

Once WinUSB_Initialize has completed successfully, we are 

ready to start using our device.   Unfortunately, we really don't 

know how to do that yet.   While we can issue transmit and 

receive data over the default control endpoint using 

WinUSB_ControlTransfer, we really cannot use the full 

potential of our device until we find a USB Interface 

Descriptor that our device defines that contains the interface 

want to use (remember a device can support multiple 

interfaces, so we may have to enumerate all the supported 

interfaces).   In addition, once we find that interface, we must 

then enumerate the pipes supported by that interface such that 

we know what pipe types are available for use.   Luckily, this 

is all easy to do with the WinUSB API.   To enumerate the 

inte r faces  suppor ted by your  device,  ca l l 

WinUSB_QueryInterfaceSettings.   Once you've 

enumerated the interfaces and found the interface that 

supports the features you want to use, call 

WinUSB_QueryPipe in order to enumerate the pipes 

supported by the interface you've elected to use. 

 

Now if that isn't simple for determining your configuration, 

then we don't know what simple is. 

 

(Continued on page 25) 

WinUSB API API Description 

WinUSB_AbortPipe Aborts all pending transfers for a pipe 

WinUSB_ControlTransfer Transmits control data over a default control endpoint 

WinUSB_FlushPipe Discards any data that is cached in a pipe 

WinUSB_Free Frees all resources allocated by WinUSB_Initialize 

WinUSB_GetAssociatedInterface Retrieves a handle for an associated interface 

WinUSB_GetCurrentAlternateSetting Gets the current alternate interface setting for an interface 

WinUSB_GetDescriptor Returns a requested descriptor 

WinUSB_GetOverlappedResult Retrieves the results of an overlapped operation 

WinUSB_GetPipePolicy Retrieves the policy for a specific pipe 

WinUSB_GetPowerPolicy Retrieves the power policy for a device 

WinUSB_Initialize Retrieves a handle for the WinUSB interface that is associated with the device. 

WinUSB_QueryDeviceInformation Returns information about the device 

WinUSB_QueryInterfaceSettings Returns the interface descriptor for the specified  interface 

WinUSB_QueryPipe Returns information about a specified pipe for a specified interface 

WinUSB_ReadPipe Reads data from a specified pipe 

WinUSB_ResetPipe Resets the data toggle and clears the stall condition on a pipe 

WinUSB_SetCurrentAlternateSetting Sets the alternate setting of an interface 

WinUSB_SetPipePolicy Sets the policy for a specified pipe 

WinUSB_SetPowerPolicy Sets the power policy for a device 

WinUSB_WritePipe Writes data to a specified pipe 

Figure 3—WinUSB API 
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Okay, so we've now picked an interface and received 

information on the pipes supported by the interface.  Our next 

big step is to perform a data transfer.   Okay, this is where it 

gets complicated. NOT!   Want to read data from an input 

pipe? Call WinUSB_ReadPipe.  Want to write data to an 

output pipe? Call WinUSB_WritePipe. Want to use 

overlapped I/O when you do your operations?   Well, these 

APIs support that too, so you can perform asynchronous I/O 

with WinUSB. 

 

So, that's all there is to using the WinUSB API.   Find your 

device, connect to it, enumerate the interfaces supported, 

select one, enumerate the pipes supported by the interface 

selected, and then you are off to the races. 

 

Guess it's about time to start talking about the sample code 

(WINUSB) we wrote to illustrate use of the WinUSB API to 

talk to the OSR USB FX2 Learning Kit device. 

 

WINUSB Sample Code 

In order to illustrate how easy it is to use WinUSB and the 

WinUSB API we decided to implement all the functionality 

provided by the full-fledged, WDM-based OSR USB-FX2 

Example driver, located on OSRONLINE.   In addition, we 

(Continued from page 24) 

WinUSB... created a C++ class (CWinUsbDevice) to encapsulate a lot of 

the functions that all WinUSB applications need in order to 

allow you to get a jump on your development (This class is in 

no means complete, so if you want to expand it, enhance it, 

please do so and send us the updates to that we can make sure 

that everyone benefits!). 

 

Anyway, the functionality provided by the OSR USB-FX2 

Learning Kit and its associated test program are: 

 

Light Bar Graph LEDs individually 

Light all Bar Graph LEDS 

Clear all Bar Graph LEDS 

Get Bar Graph LED state 

Get Switch Pack State 

Get Switch Pack Interrupt message on Switch 

Change 

Get 7 Segment Display State 

Cycle 7 Segment Display Lights 

Cycle Bar Graph LEDS 

Do Bulk I/O 

 

The WINUSB sample code that we're providing contains two 

CPP files, WinUsbApp.cpp and WinUsbDevice.cpp.   

WinUsbApp is a Windows console mode program which 

implements main and all routines necessary to format 

commands to implement the functionality that the OSR USB-

FX2 supports.   WinUsbDevice implements the 

CWinUsbDevice class which encapsulates all the common 

(Continued on page 26) 

“File and Folder” Encryption 
 
Several commercially shipping products are a testament to the success of OSR’s most recent development toolkit, 
the Data Modification Kit. 
 
With the hassle of developing transparent file encryption solutions on the rise, why not work with a codebase, a 
support team and a reputation to implement your encryption or other data-modifying file system solution? Your 
competition is benefitting from this huge, competitive advantage, why aren’t you? 
 
Check out the DMK at www.osr.com, and/or contact OSR to discuss the DMK and your needs. 
 
UPDATE: OSR is now undertaking a limited number of prototype service engagements with customers. This is a 
lower cost opportunity to have the OSR team custom-develop a prototype DMK-based solution meeting your 
requirements. Need to validate your approach before going to your board of directors or investors for budget 
and approval of a DMK license? This is a unique opportunity to do so. Contact us to find out more! 
 
Phone: +1 603.595.6500 Email: sales@osr.com 
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functionality that a user of the WinUSB API would have to 

implement.  The CWinUsbDevice class is defined Figure 4. 

 

To use the class, a caller would do the following: 

 

1. Instantiate an instance by calling the constructor 

CWinUsbDevice(GUID) passing in the GUID of the 

interface that will be associated with this instance of 

the class. 

2. Call the member function GetUsbDevices(Count) 

which, upon successful completion, returns in Count 

the number of devices found that support the 

interface GUID that was specified when the class 

was instantiated. 

3. If the more that one device was found by 

GetUsbDevices, Call GetDevices to get a list of all 

(Continued from page 25) 

WinUSB... the devices found. 

4. Once a device has been selected from the list, Call 

OpenUsbDevice passing in the index of an entry in 

the list returned by GetUsbDevices. 

5. If the call to OpenUsbDevice succeeds, 

CWinUsbDevice has called WinUSB_Initialize and 

we have now successfully associated our device with 

WinUSB. 

 

As we mentioned, at the completion of step 5, we have now 

associated our device with WinUSB. However as we stated in 

the section "Using the WinUSB API" we're not really ready to 

use the full potential of our device until we have selected the 

USB_INTERFACE_DESCRIPTOR to use and queried the 

pipes provided by that interface.  So to continue we must do 

the following: 

 

6. We must call QueryUsbInterfaceSettings

(Limit,Count) in order to enumerate the interfaces 

supported by our USB device.  This routine takes 2 

parameters: Limit, which specifies the maximum 

(Continued on page 27) 

class CWinUsbDevice : public CObject 
{ 
public: 
 CWinUsbDevice(LPGUID Guid); 
 virtual ~CWinUsbDevice(); 
 
 DWORD OpenUsbDevice(int MemberIndex=0); 
 const CStringArray& GetDevices() { return m_DevicePath; }; 
 DWORD GetUsbDevices(int& Count); 
 DWORD QueryUsbDeviceInformation(ULONG InformationType, 
     PVOID Buffer,PULONG BufferLength); 
 
 DWORD QueryUsbInterfaceSettings(int Limit,int& Count); 
 const CArray<USB_INTERFACE_DESCRIPTOR,USB_INTERFACE_DESCRIPTOR>&  
         GetUsbDeviceInterfaces(){ 
  return m_UsbInterfaceDescriptors; 
 }; 
 
 DWORD QueryUsbPipeInformation(int Interface,int& Count); 
 const CArray<WINUSB_PIPE_INFORMATION,WINUSB_PIPE_INFORMATION>&  
               GetUsbDevicePipeInformation() { 
  return m_UsbPipeInformation; 
 }; 
 
 DWORD WriteToDevice(UCHAR PipeId,PUCHAR Buffer,ULONG BytesToWrite, 
      ULONG& BytesWritten,LPOVERLAPPED POverlapped); 
 DWORD ReadFromDevice(UCHAR PipeId,PUCHAR Buffer,ULONG BytesToRead, 
      ULONG& BytesRead,LPOVERLAPPED POverlapped); 
 DWORD DoControlTransfer(WINUSB_SETUP_PACKET& Packet,PUCHAR Buffer,ULONG BufferSize,  
                 ULONG& BytesTransfered,LPOVERLAPPED POverlapped); 
 
 DWORD FlushUsbPipe(UCHAR PipeId); 
 DWORD AbortUsbPipe(UCHAR PipeId); 
 DWORD ResetUsbPipe(UCHAR PipeId); 
 
private: 
 LPGUID   m_DeviceGuid; 
 HANDLE   m_DeviceHandle; 
 CStringArray m_DevicePath; 
 HANDLE   m_WinUsbHandle; 
 BOOL   m_bInitialized; 
 int    m_InterfaceNumber; 
 
 CArray<USB_INTERFACE_DESCRIPTOR,USB_INTERFACE_DESCRIPTOR> m_UsbInterfaceDescriptors; 
 CArray<WINUSB_PIPE_INFORMATION,WINUSB_PIPE_INFORMATION> m_UsbPipeInformation; 
 
 DWORD GetDevicePath(); 
}; 
 

Figure 4—CWinUsbDevice Class 
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w h i c h  o n  s u c c e s s f u l  r e t u r n  f r o m 

QueryUsbPipeInformation contains the number of 

pipes found for the specified interface. 

9. A list of the pipes supported for Interface can be 

retrieved by calling GetUsbDevicePipe 

Information. 

 

Believe it or not, at this point we have all the information 

necessary to begin performing operations on our device.   So 

for example, let's assume that what we would like to do is 

cycle the OSR USB-FX2 device Bar Graph light.   To do that 

we would do the operations contained within the 

ControlTheLights function in WinUsbApp.   That function is 

shown in Figure 5. 

 

Now we want to issue a command to read the state of the 

switch pack on the device.  To do that we would perform all 

(Continued on page 28) 

number of interfaces we want to enumerate, and 

Count which upon successful return indicates the 

number of interfaces found. 

7. If more than one interface was found, Call 

GetUsbDeviceInterfaces to get a list of interfaces 

to select from.   Once an interface has been selected 

you are ready to get information about the pipes 

supported by the selected interface. 

8. A list of all the pipes supported by a particular 

interface is generated by calling QueryUsbPipe 

Information(Interface,Pipe Count).  This routine 

takes as input Interface the list index of the 

interfaces contained in the list retrieved by 

GetUsbDeviceInterfaces, and also PipeCount, 

(Continued from page 26) 

// 
// Control the lights on the fx2 board.   Toggle the lights 
// in the LED Bar Graph for 10 iterations. 
// 
DWORD ControlTheLights(CWinUsbDevice& Device) 
{ 
 WINUSB_SETUP_PACKET packet; 
 UCHAR    lightBar; 
 ULONG    bytesReturned; 
 DWORD    status = ERROR_SUCCESS; 
 
 packet.RequestType = 0; 
 packet.Request = USBFX2LK_SET_BARGRAPH_DISPLAY;   // Command to set the bar lights. 
 packet.Index = 0; 
 packet.Length = sizeof(lightBar); 
 packet.Value = 0; 
 
 for(ULONG index = 0; index < 10; index++) { 
  for(ULONG light = 0; light < 8; light++) { 
   lightBar = 1 << light; 
 
   status = Device.DoControlTransfer(packet,&lightBar,sizeof(lightBar), 
      bytesReturned,NULL); 
 
   if(status != ERROR_SUCCESS) { 
    return status; 
   } 
   Sleep(500); 
  } 
 } 
 
 return status; 
} 

Figure 5—Control the OSR USB-FX2 Bar Graph Lights 

WinUSB... 

OSR: Just Ask 
 

Ask us to cogently explain the Windows I/O Manager to a couple dozen Windows developers of varied background and 
experience. Ask us how to address latency issues in a given design of a driver. Ask us to look at a post-mortem system 
crash, determine its root cause, and suggest a fix. Ask us to design and implement a solution that plays well with Windows, 
even if it has no business being a Windows solution in the first place. Ask us to perform any of the above activities for your 
company, and you will be pleased with the definitive answer or result we provide. Ask us almost anything about user-mode 
development, Linux or where the world economy will be in five years, and what you will get is an opinion, laughter or both.  
 
So, the only question WE have is, “How can we help you?”  Contact: sales@osr.com 
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output pipe, then call ReadFromDevice (which calls 

WinUsb_ReadPipe) to read data from the specified input 

pipe.   It couldn't be any easier… 

 

Something to Be Aware Of 

As mentioned in the introductory section, WinUSB supports 

wait/wake, so in our testing for this article we decided to try it 

out.   WinUSB has a WinUSB_SetPowerPolicy API that 

allows the caller to enable and disable wait wake.   Try as we 

might, we could never get this to API to work.  We always 

received the error ERROR_INVALID_PARAMETER from 

the call.   While we did get the device to support wait/wake by 

setting the "SystemWakeEnabled" key in the 

OSRWinUSB.INF file contained within the sample code, we 

just never could enable or disable it via the API. 

 

Since we were perplexed about this problem we decided to 

submit a question to the NTDEV newsgroup.  One of the PMs 

(Continued on page 29) 

the operations contained within the ReadTheSwitches 

function in WinUsbApp. That function is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Finally, let's look at how to transfer bulk data to and from 

your device.   Since the OSR USB-FX2 LK device firmware 

loops back whatever data has been written to the Bulk Input 

pipe, we have implemented a function in WinUsbApp that 

writes data to the Bulk Out Pipe and then reads the data back 

on the Bulk In Pipe.   This functionality is demonstrated in the 

Figure 7 (P. 29-30). 

 

As you can see, performing Bulk I/O is rather simple.   

Allocate a buffer, fill it in and call WriteToDevice (which 

calls WinUSB_WritePipe) to output data on a specified 

(Continued from page 27) 

// 
// Read the OSR-FX2 Switch Pack switch settings. 
// 
DWORD ReadTheSwitches(CWinUsbDevice& Device) 
{ 
 WINUSB_SETUP_PACKET packet; 
    SWITCH_STATE  switchState; 
 ULONG    bytesReturned; 
 DWORD    status = ERROR_SUCCESS; 
 USB_DEVICE_REQUEST request; 
 
 // 
 // Indicate to WinUSB that we are sending a vendor request 
 // to the endpoint and there will be data returned to 
 // the host. 
 // 
 request.Bits.Recipient = 2;  // Endpoint 
 request.Bits.Type = 2; // Vendor 
 request.Bits.DataDirection = 1; // Device to Host 
 
 packet.RequestType = request.bmRequestType; 
 packet.Request = USBFX2LK_READ_SWITCHES;   // Read the switches. 
 packet.Index = 0; 
 packet.Length = sizeof(switchState); 
 packet.Value = 0; 
 
    switchState.SwitchesAsUChar = 0; 
 
 status = Device.DoControlTransfer(packet,(PUCHAR) &switchState,sizeof(switchState), 
    bytesReturned,NULL); 
 
 if(status != ERROR_SUCCESS) { 
  return status; 
 } 
 
    _tprintf(_T("Switches: \n")); 
    _tprintf(_T("    Switch8 is %s\n"), switchState.Switch8 ? _T("ON")  : _T( "OFF")); 
    _tprintf(_T("    Switch7 is %s\n"), switchState.Switch7 ? _T("ON")  : _T( "OFF")); 
    _tprintf(_T("    Switch6 is %s\n"), switchState.Switch6 ? _T("ON")  : _T( "OFF")); 
    _tprintf(_T("    Switch5 is %s\n"), switchState.Switch5 ? _T("ON")  : _T( "OFF")); 
    _tprintf(_T("    Switch4 is %s\n"), switchState.Switch4 ? _T("ON")  : _T( "OFF")); 
    _tprintf(_T("    Switch3 is %s\n"), switchState.Switch3 ? _T("ON")  : _T( "OFF")); 
    _tprintf(_T("    Switch2 is %s\n"), switchState.Switch2 ? _T("ON")  : _T( "OFF")); 
    _tprintf(_T("    Switch1 is %s\n"), switchState.Switch1 ? _T("ON")  : _T( "OFF")); 
 
 return status; 
} 
 

Figure 6 — ReadTheSwitches Function 

WinUSB... 
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// 
// Perform Bulk I/O on the bulk in and out pipes. 
// 
DWORD DoBulkIo(CWinUsbDevice& Device) 
{ 
 UCHAR inPipe = 0xFF; 
 UCHAR outPipe = 0xFF; 
 USHORT  in_maximumPacketSize; 
 USHORT  out_maximumPacketSize; 
 DWORD bytesWritten; 
 DWORD bytesRead; 
 DWORD status; 
 DWORD iterations = 0; 
 
 const CArray<WINUSB_PIPE_INFORMATION,WINUSB_PIPE_INFORMATION>&  
  pipeList = Device.GetUsbDevicePipeInformation(); 
 
 
 for(int pipeIndex = 0; pipeIndex < pipeList.GetSize(); pipeIndex++) { 
  if(inPipe == 0xFF && pipeList[pipeIndex].PipeType == UsbdPipeTypeBulk && 
   USB_ENDPOINT_DIRECTION_IN(pipeList[pipeIndex].PipeId)) { 
   inPipe = pipeList[pipeIndex].PipeId; 
   in_maximumPacketSize = pipeList[pipeIndex].MaximumPacketSize; 
   _tprintf(_T("\tIn Pipe MaximumPacketSize: %d\n"),pipeList[pipeIndex].MaximumPacketSize); 
  } 
  if(outPipe == 0xFF && pipeList[pipeIndex].PipeType == UsbdPipeTypeBulk && 
   USB_ENDPOINT_DIRECTION_OUT(pipeList[pipeIndex].PipeId)) { 
   outPipe = pipeList[pipeIndex].PipeId; 
   out_maximumPacketSize = pipeList[pipeIndex].MaximumPacketSize; 
   _tprintf(_T("\tOut MaximumPacketSize: %d\n"),pipeList[pipeIndex].MaximumPacketSize); 
  } 
 } 
 
 if(inPipe == 0xFF || outPipe == 0xFF) { 
  return ERROR_INVALID_PARAMETER; 
 } 
 
 Device.ResetUsbPipe(inPipe); 
 Device.ResetUsbPipe(outPipe); 
 Device.FlushUsbPipe(inPipe); 
 Device.FlushUsbPipe(outPipe); 
 
 PUCHAR pInBuffer = new UCHAR[min(out_maximumPacketSize,in_maximumPacketSize)]; 
 
 if(!pInBuffer) { 
  return ERROR_NOT_ENOUGH_MEMORY; 
 } 
 
 DWORD  ioLength = min(out_maximumPacketSize,in_maximumPacketSize); 
 
 _tprintf(_T("\tCalculated MaximumPacketSize: %d\n"),ioLength); 
 
 PUCHAR pOutBuffer = new UCHAR[ioLength]; 
 
 if(!pOutBuffer) { 
  delete []pInBuffer; 
  return ERROR_NOT_ENOUGH_MEMORY; 
 } 
 
 
 
 

WinUSB... 

Figure 7—Performing Bulk I/O (continued next page) 

Summary 

WinUSB is a great tool for USB device developers.   For 

certain devices it may be possible to remove the need for a 

custom device driver (UMDF, KMDF, or WDM) all together.   

At the very least it can be used by developers to validate the 

functionality of a device prior to implementing a device driver 

in order to verify the devices integrity. 

at Microsoft confirmed that the documentation for 

WinUSB_SetPowerPolicy is indeed wrong, and this function 

doesn't support wait/wake.  All you need to do is set the 

registry key (which will also result in a power policy tab 

appearing in Device Manager for your device). 

 

(Continued from page 28) 
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 _tprintf(_T("\n\tI/O Iterations [1-4294967295]: ")); 
 
 if (scanf ("%d", &iterations) <= 0) { 
  _tprintf(_T("Error reading input!\n")); 
  return 1; 
 } 
 
 for(ULONG index = 0; index < iterations; index++) { 
  status = Device.WriteToDevice(outPipe,pOutBuffer,ioLength,bytesWritten,NULL); 
 
  if(status != ERROR_SUCCESS) { 
   _tprintf(_T("Error: Write interation %d status %d!\n"),iterations,status); 
   break; 
  } 
 
 
  status = Device.ReadFromDevice(inPipe,pInBuffer,ioLength,bytesRead,NULL); 
 
  if(status != ERROR_SUCCESS) { 
   _tprintf(_T("Error: Read interation %d status %d!\n"),iterations,status); 
   break; 
  } 
 
  if(bytesWritten != bytesRead) { 
   _tprintf(_T("Error:Data Length issue iteration: %d status %d!\n"),iterations,status); 
   status = ERROR_INVALID_BLOCK; 
  } 
 } 
 
 delete []pInBuffer; 
 delete []pOutBuffer; 
 
 return status; 
} 
 

Figure 7—Performing Bulk I/O 

WinUSB... 

Corporate, On-site Training 
Save Money, Travel Hassles, Gain Customized Expert Instruction 

 
With tightened training budgets and/or travel restrictions combined with increased travel costs, OSR’s private, 
on-site training solutions can be your way to convince management that they can “have their cake and eat it 
too”. We can: 
 

Prepare and present a one-off, private, on-site seminar for your team to address a specific area of 
deficiency or to prepare them for an upcoming project. 
Design and deliver a series of offerings with a roadmap catered to a new group of recent hires or within 
an existing group. 
Work with your internal training organization/HR department to offer monthly or quarterly seminars to 
your division or engineering departments company-wide. 

 
With any option, OSR’s seminar staff, in conjunction with the instructor, will work with you in advance to help 
craft a training solution that will maximize technical value and ensure you’re getting the most from your 
training budget. 
 
To take advantage of our expertise in Windows internals, and in instructional design, contact an OSR seminar 
consultant at +1.603.595.6500  or by email at seminars@osr.com. 
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However the result was often code with no comments, and 

using 1 and 2 letter variable names. 

 

Fast forward to the 21st century, and we now have a vast base 

of code that looks like it was written by a secondary school 

student while on summer holiday.  In fairness, while the Linux 

kernel isn‘t nearly as gross as it once was – I was shocked to 

discover that it actually has some useful comments and 

variable names longer than 2 letters – much of it is still not 

what I would call ―great code.‖  And this (OSS code in 

general and Linux in particular) is the code to which CS 

students are exposed as they learn their craft.  It‘s no wonder 

they grow up thinking that ―b‖ is a perfectly good name for a 

variable that contains a buffer pointer. 

 

As if that‘s not enough, I suspect that globalization also plays 

a part in the lack of source code comments in new modules.  If 

you‘re a non-native English speaker I would guess that 

writing comments in English could pose a significant 

challenge.  And if you‘re on a team with members in, for 

example, China, Russia, and the US, using English for 

comments is probably the only reasonable alternative.  Putting 

comments in Chinese (assuming the compiler will accept 

Unicode source code files… does it?) might be relatively easy 

for you and might even help your immediate colleagues, but 

it‘s probably not going to do much for the team members in 

Russia.  Thus, new source code written by highly 

geographically dispersed teams often remains uncommented 

or is only sparsely commented.  While the reason might be 

understandable, it‘s still sad.  I suspect that even a native 

speaker of Latvian who is asked to maintain this code in the 

future would prefer to have at least some intelligent English 

language comments to no comments at all. 

 

Why all the fuss?  Why do we write source code comments, 

anyways?  Well, boys and girls, let‘s start at the beginning.  

We write source code comments for the sole purpose of 

making the maintenance of our code easier.   Period.  Full 

stop. 

 

Of course, ―making maintenance easier‖ encompasses a vast 

number of things.  The most important thing that it includes is 

the category of comments that describe what it is that you’re 

trying to accomplish.  In a device driver, this includes little 

trivialities such as how you talk to you device and how you 

expect it to talk back to you.  And this is the reason that 

renders moot the (stupid) argument that you hear from some C 

Language programmers that their code is ―self documenting.‖   

I‘ve yet to see any C code that describes how a given register 

set is used to make a device function. 

 

―Making maintenance easier‖ also encompasses little things 

like describing the data structures and algorithms you use.  

(Continued from page 3) 

Sure, somebody can sit down with a piece of paper and figure 

it out based on the code you write.  But, since you‘re writing 

the code and you (presumably) understand it already, why not 

save those who come after you some time and explain it to 

them?  ―Making maintenance easier‖ also encompasses 

describing any built-in assumptions and limitations of those 

structures and algorithms.  But, of course, you‘ve ASSERTed 

those and made them clear in your SAL notations anyhow, 

right? 

 

While the discipline to write intelligent source code probably 

sounds very altruistic (wanting to help future maintainers of 

code that I write) I have to admit that the main reason I write 

detailed comments isn‘t really all that noble.  In fact, the real 

reason that I write comments is to help myself.  Detailed 

comments save me a ton of time when I look back on my old 

code and try to figure out what I was doing.  What‘s funny is 

that ―old code‖ in this case could be code I‘ve written only a 

few days before.  Without comments, I sometimes look at the 

code and think ―Hmmm… Did I write this?  I wonder what I 

did.‖ 

 

So, whether you do it for your team members, for maintainers 

that come after you, or just to save yourself the 

embarrassment of not remembering how your own code 

works, please do write source code comments.  If you‘re not a 

native English language speaker, I‘m sorry.  I know this is an 

additional burden.  But it‘s something that really needs to be 

done.  If you‘re a lead or a manager (do dev managers actually 

read this stuff?  No chance), make intelligent comments a 

requirement.  Suggest that code without intelligent comments 

is some of the worst shit you‘ve ever seen (just be sure to do 

so a respectful and politically correct manner).  And be sure to 

give your devs sufficient time to write those comments, OK?  

Ease up on the lash a bit, boss man. 

 

Let‘s see if we can stop this trend before it becomes any more 

widespread. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter Pontificates is a regular opinion column by OSR 
consulting partner, Peter Viscarola. Peter doesn’t care if you 
agree or disagree, but you do have the opportunity to see 
your comments or a rebuttal in a future issue. Send your 
own comments, rants, or distortions of fact to: 
PeterPont@osr.com. 
 

 

No Comment... 
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